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Steam Fest 2011 patrons line up a visit to the cab and a chat with the engineer and
fireman.
Bill Hamblin, Jr. photo
What a success! Absolutely beautiful weather
greeted Steam Fest attendees
that came out for LASTA
festivities. We had many
firsts with Steam Fest this
year at the Audubon Park
Riverview. After four years
as a fall attraction, our fifth
Steam Fest was moved to
May for the first time to
eliminate competition from
other festivals, school fairs,
football schedules and competing events also held at
the Riverview during the
fall. This was the first year
LASTA enjoyed the larger
footprint at the park area;
finally free of the construction of the adjacent Carrollton Boosters new ball field
complex which encroached
on the past two festivals.
We had ample space to
spread out. The record river

levels made for a secondary
attraction with hundreds of
cars milling past along the
riverfront and it was the first
time we had to accommodate levee rules for vehicles
on the fest grounds due to
high water restrictions. This
was an issue with our first
ever display of non-rail
steam attractions. Two mobile display trailers with
maritime steam equipment
fully restored to museum
quality were provided on
behalf of the Ellsworth Corporation. These over-theroad trailers were not allowed on the crown of the
levee due to vehicle restrictions yet only 100’ away sat
a 500,000 pound locomotive
with no restrictions. Go figure. Fortunately the adjacent
soccer field was available
for inclusion as part of the

fest grounds for the display
trailers.
Another first was the
operation of one of the small
maritime steam engines using a live feed from 745’s
boiler. CMO Gerry Lynch
rigged up the connections to
provide steam to the 1943
British triple expansion engine, and then demonstrated
and fine tuned its operation
during the event.
Since our last festival,
your dedicated LASTA
Crew completed the thorough Federal Railroad Administration five-year inspection of the 745. Steam
Fest provided a great stage
to show off the fresh paint
and polish. It was truly impressive to see the 90-year
old locomotive fully reassembled and returning to her
(Continued on page 2)

Become a
Railyard Volunteer!
Restore and operate
vintage railway equipment. Share your
skills and learn new
ones. Help prepare for
the 2012 Bicentennial
trip! Volunteers work
every Saturday at the
LASTA yard across
from Ochsner Hospital on Jefferson Highway. Visit lasta.org
G O LA ST A “G RE E N ”!
Go paperless and have
the 745 Journal delivered in FULL COLOR
to your Email.
Contact the Editor at
745journal@lasta.org to
sign up!
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745 a “Hit” at First May Steam Fest
how 745
had
changed from a
vandalized
rust
bucket jungle gym,
into a pristine yet
powerful antique.
T his
year ’s
theater car’s exhibits were housed in
ne w
b eautif ul
wooden display
745 puts on a show for the cameras.
cases built by
Phil LaRosa photo
LASTA’s
own
master carpenter
Roger
Bro wn.
Gerry Lynch (CMO) connected one of Ellsworth CorpoRoger completed a
ration’s fully functional maritime steam engines to
full reconstruction
745’s boiler, then tweaked its performance to the amazeof the original
ment of its caretakers.
Patti Abbott photo
cabinets to match
former glory under steam not far from the wood motif of the Jefferson car.
the very display location in Audubon The theatre cars were filled with sevPark where she sat for 28 years. It was eral displays including our proposed
a tremendous effort by the volunteer tour route for the upcoming Statehood
staff at LASTA and your financial Bicentennial Celebration Tour. (Our
contributions that made this a reality. preliminary agenda has us travelling
Volunteers tirelessly prepped the the state beginning in January and
engine, painted the whitewalls, ending up back in New Orleans for
dressed the rods and polished the SteamFest next year in mid-May).
brass. These tasks were among hundreds of hours of labor necessary to
745 smoked and
get a 1921 steam locomotive recertisteamed, dripped and
fied and ready to run, let alone dishissed to the delight
play. Volunteers came from near and
of many visitors.
far including the states of Texas, Missouri, New Jersey and Virginia to support the effort.
Ellsworth Corporation also dis745 smoked and steamed, dripped played the engineering drawings and
and hissed to the delight of many visi- sketches of a century-old 40’ steamtors. Adults and children alike were powered U.S. Navy launch currently
able to ring the bell, and a few whistle in restoration. It is expected for
toots could be heard as 745 sang along SteamFest next year as we continue to
with the bands. Railroad themed mu- include other steam-power artifacts.
sic was provided by our own DJ The engine for the boat was displayed
“Bigfoot”, with bands including on site.
“Hazel and the Delta Ramblers” and
Pat Edwards, Executive Director of
“Christian Serpas and Ghost Town”. Operation Lifesaver® joined us again
In a scene replayed at every to educate patrons on the dangers of
LASTA appearance, there was no rail crossings to adults and children
shortage of patrons who after seeing alike. Attractions included the ever
745 realized that this is the former popular “Thomas” train travelling the
“Audubon Park Engine.” And like fest grounds. Several model train layseeing a ghost from the past, those outs were on display, set up by Steve
same people remarked in disbelief Servay and Mike “Nitro” Herbert.

Phil LaRosa had his HO-scale authentic replica of the LASTA consist
including matching paint scheme and
lettering displayed inside another custom Roger Brown display case.
LASTA will raffle off the model and
two others like it next year. Tickets
were sold at the fest grounds as an ongoing raffle event.
Another new attraction was the
very popular inflatable “Circus Train”.
At 70’ long, it allowed children a safe
play place while crawling through or
climbing on this kid sized train.
A final benefit of the springtime
schedule is that it also frees up the 745
to participate in the October Gretna
Heritage Festival giving us two major
appearances per year in public
friendly locations.
LASTA thanks our dedicated Crew
with a special mention for “Yardboss”
Wayne Minnick, President Bill Morris, CMO Gerry Lynch, Walt Pierce
for the security details and TV and
radio coverage, and Bill Hamblin for
food vendor and advertising coordination, Ed Ernewein, Harry Abbott, Matt
Anderson, Richie Jacobs, Allen Malieg, Mike “Nitro” Herbert, Karl
Smith, Erich Lendermon, Kearney
Shaw, John Price, Amanda, Stacy and
Trudy Lynch, Marty Ernewein, Patti
Abbott and Linda Langley-Price.
LASTA also thanks our sponsors
that helped make this event a success
including Operation Lifesaver, Ellsworth Corporation for the maritime
steam exhibit, Aggreko for temporary
power on site, Brand Scaffolding for
our stage, River Parish Disposal, the
Orleans Sheriff’s Office for security,
and Audubon Park.
Barry Keegan and Bill Hamblin, Jr.

PHOTOS!

Extended Content!
Visit lasta.org for additional photos of
Steam Fest 2011. Select the
“Members Only” tab, scroll to
“Steam Fest 2011” and enter password “steam” for the photos!
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A Ride on the Cumbres & Toltec RR
the pictures, the scenery was spectacular. We were originally
to go to Osier, have a
steak dinner with all
the trimmings and then
come back. But since
about 10 miles had
been cut from the beginning of the trip at
Osier, they turned the
locomotive around and
it pulled us another 15
miles and then pushed
us back. The most
beautiful part of the
trip thru Toltec Gorge Rio Grande #489 takes a curve towing a steam exis not usually on this cursion through spectacular New Mexico scenery.
Patty Abbott photo
run, but since they had
to make up mileage,
we got to go thru the Gorge and two has the chance to go to Chama, New
Mexico and ride the Cumbres and
long tunnels.
One oddity on the trip was a little Toltec trains I highly recommend
orange motorcar that followed the it. Their web site is http://
train - a requirement of the state of www.cumbrestoltec.com/
You can also catch the train in
New Mexico to put out any fires that
might be set by the coal burning loco- Antinito, Co and ride it to Osier. It's
only a 1,000 mile drive to Chama,
motive.
At Osier I have several pictures of N.M. from Baton Rouge and we go to
Engine 489 turning around and com- Chama about every other year. Anying back to get us. In one of the pic- one want to go?
Alternate trip: A short drive from
tures you can see the engine pulling us
as it runs in reverse. I have only one Antonito, CO is Alamosa, CO, the
picture of the engine as we passed base for the San Luis & Rio Grande
Toltec Creek due to the darkness. It Scenic RR, which owns SP 1744. This
was quite a spectacular sight to see the is the locomotive from the Big Easy
glow of the fire thru the steam as they Steam Train that ran across the river
opened the fire box to shovel in more from New Orleans a few years ago.
coal, but that was a hard photo to Patti Abbott
get. The only light we had was from
the moon peeping thru the clouds and
the light on the front of the locomotive.
This was a great trip to have been
able to make but one that will never be
repeated because the bridge will be
repaired before the next Moonlight
Trip. We were also fortunate to have
family with us which made it even
more special.
A motorcar with fire fighting gear is
This is a wonderful organization Patty Abbott is bundled up in July on
required to follow the train to put out
that is working hard to keep steam the Cumbres & Toltec RR.
and fires set by the coal burning enengines alive and running. If anyone
Harry Abbott photo
gine.
Patty Abbott photo.
Harry and I belong to the Friends
of Cumbres & Toltec and periodically
receive their newsletters. One of these
newsletters told us about a Moonlight
Train Ride out of Chama, New Mexico on July 24th, 2010. We decided
this sounded like a great trip to take
and started making plans.
We've never taken a family trip
with Harry’s brothers and their wives
before so we sent them invitations to
join us. We also included Harry’s
cousin Vernon and wife Pat who have
a place in Fort Garland, Colorado. To
our surprise two of his brothers and
their wives, John and Kathy and Brian
and Jackie (in addition to his cousin
and his wife) decided to go. Harry and
I arranged for train tickets and made
room reservations at the Elkhorn
Lodge in Chama, N.M.
Just a few weeks before our journey a major bridge a few miles out of
Chama, the Labato Bridge, caught fire
and put a kink into the trip. With no
means of bypassing the bridge, the
Friends Of C & T had to come up with
an alternate plan. The new arrangement was to bus the people from
Chama past the bridge to the top of
Cumbres Pass where they boarded the
train. Locomotives and cars were
moved by tractor-trailer.
Even in July in the higher elevations it's cold, so we had to bring jackets and blankets to keep us warm. The
afternoon was perfect and we all
boarded the train and found our seats
and off we went. As you can see by
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Scale Models of Bicentennial Train Created,
To Be Raffled Off as Fundraiser

South Elgin, Ill. All were clear coated
using Scalecoat II gloss glaze for a
nice shine and to seal the decals”.
Roger Brown used his skills as a
custom carpenter to create lockable
cypress display cases with plexi glass
sides to hold the model engine and
consist. Roger also constructed the
brand new full size display cases in
both theatre cars and finished them
just in time for steam Fest 2011.
Everyone who viewed the models
2011. LASTA took in almost $100
worth of donations towards winning remarked at how wonderfully they
the models, at $1.00 per ticket.
LASTA volunteer, railroad employee and model railroader Phil
LaRosa describes the process he went
through to create the models.
“All of the models were bought off
of Ebay. The engines and heavyweight passenger cars are all IHC. The
baggage cars are from Walthers. All
of the models were airbrushed using A reproduction of the raffle tickets
Model Master acrylic gloss green and available at NOUPT and Steam Fest
Scalecoat II gloss black. The locomo- 2011. Almost 500 entries were retives and tender ceived in only three days of showing
were
decaled the models.
from Microscale
decal
s h e e t represented the real thing, down to the
Southern Pacific names on the cars.
Light Steam Lo- To enter the drawing, all you need to
comotives #87- do is visit www.lasta.org and click on
105. The gold “Win an Official LASTA Model
stripes are also Train”. There you can see photos of
from Microscale the models and instructions for enterdecals,
s e t ing the raffle. It’s easy to donate via
#91113.
The PayPal and at only $1.00 per entry,
lettering for the it’s a bargain! Enter as many times as
cars as well as you like. Two sets will be given away
the fleur de lis with the third retained by LASTA for
A proud Phil LaRosa stands behind his work, literally, as and “Spirit of promotional purposes. Drawing to be
he works one of the LASTA tables at NOUPT on National Louisiana” de- held at the end of our 2012 State Tour
Train Day, 5/14/2011. LASTA is asking for a $1.00 dona- cals were custom on 8/14/12. Good Luck!
made by RAIL
tion in exchange for a raffle ticket to win the train.
Bill Hamblin, Jr. photo GRAPHICS in Bill Hamblin, Jr.
As many great ideas do, this one
began with a simple thought which
gained footing through the synergy of
others. LASTA volunteer Lewis
Dougherty proposed we use scale
models to promote LASTA’s participation in the 2011 Louisiana Statehood Bicentennial. What sounded like
a good idea came to life when LASTA
volunteer Phil LaRosa created three
HO scale sets of the train familiar to
us all in the form of 745 and its consist.
LASTA plans to use the models to
create interest in and promote the
2011 Louisiana Statehood Bicentennial Statewide tour. They will be
placed in public areas and moved
from venue to venue along with informational graphics about the tour and
where to “catch the train”.
In order to pay for the models and
raise money for the tour, LASTA is
raffling off the sets along with beautiful custom-built cypress display cases

constructed by our master carpenter,
Roger Brown.
The unveiling of the first set was at
National Train Day at New Orleans
Union Passenger Terminal on May 14,
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Rail Tales
WELL, KANSAS roading too; he just would never admit
CITY, NEW OR- it. All of the good engineers like railLEANS, and din- roading otherwise they wouldn’t be
ing car JACK- any good. Now we’re northbound at
SON. It was very 49 mph, the sun is hitting us perfectly
impressive! I met for pictures and the railfans are lining
up with my engi- the mainline with their cameras. And
neer Ken Spatz, motorists, instead of trying to race us
had a job briefing at the crossings, are actually stopping
with the Yard- to watch us go by accompanied with
master, got my smiles and waves for us. That was a
track
authority nice change from the frowns and hand
from the train gestures we get when hauling mile
dispatcher
and long freight trains. Coming through
KCS1 ready to depart West Yard January 27, 1997. The spent the rest of Prairieville at 40 mph and there to
tower are warehouses were damaged in Hurricane my time before watch us pass was that same couple
departing walk- we met earlier at West Yard so Ken
Katrina and were demolished in September, 2010.
Phil LaRosa photo ing around the just lays on the horn for them all the
train taking pic- way through town and they’re waving
Monday January 27, 1997 , it’s the tures. All the while my co-workers their arms in the air and jumping up
day after the Green Bay Packers de- were rolling their eyes and laughing at and down like little kids…they were
feated the New England Patriots in me for being such a “foamer”! I did- hilarious. We were given mainline
Superbowl XXXI at the Louisiana n’t care and I already knew that they priority through Baton Rouge Yard
Superdome. After an enjoyable week- thought I was crazy. During our walk where all of the yard switchers had
end off it was time to go back to work. around Ken and I met a railfan couple cleared ahead of us and all of the
As a road Conductor assigned to pool from Prairieville that were checking switches were lined for us by the
service I was subject to call at any out the train up close for the first time. switch crews. It’s nice to be on a pritime but as of Monday morning it was They were amazed by it and both kept ority train! We crossed over the Mislooking as though I would be on train talking about how they just loved the sissippi River bridge and were headno. 10 at 1900 hrs. No. 10 was a hot- sound of the horn on this locomotive. ing through Lobdell when we received
shot piggyback train out of New Or- At 1300 we got the highball to leave a surprise visit from the onboard chef
leans that didn’t stop until the crew from the Yardmaster and we were on carrying two plates of food. This trip
change point in Alexandria; a good our way to Alexandria. Also on board just kept getting better, well for me
train and a good run. But there was was the Road Foreman of Engines, an anyway. Ken and I uncovered our
about to be something better to run. onboard mechanic, the head of KCS plates to find the biggest beef burritos
Surprisingly the phone rang at 1100, it Passenger Operations, a chef in the we had ever seen along with black
was the crew dispatcher. “Mr. LaRosa diner, and a porter. We
you’re called for train 5054 for 1300 made it as far as Laplace
hrs.“ 5054 was a train symbol only where we got stopped
assigned to “specials”. So I asked for a few minutes for a
“5054”? The caller replied “yes sir, Maintenance of Way
it’s the KCS1“. I smiled and replied crew to clear the main.
“ I will be there”. I wasn’t aware the No problem, just another
train had been in town for the Super- chance for me to go
bowl. I got dressed, packed my bags, “foaming”. A few shots
grabbed my camera and was out the of the train by me and a
door. When I arrived at West Yard the few rolls of the eyes by
train was already together, inspected, Ken and we were
and ready to go and sitting on the northbound again. Ken
mainline in front of the tower. The and I worked regular
Engineer Ken Spatz and Conductor Phil LaRosa
consist was FP9 KCS1 MERIDIAN, together for four years
pose in front of KCS1 at KCS West Yard, January
FP9 KCS4 VICKSBURG, heavy- and I never let him fool
27,
1997.
Photographer unknown
weight observations ARTHUR STILL- me, I knew he liked rail-
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Rail Tales
(Continued from page 5)

tortilla chips. The only problem was
that Ken was a vegetarian. The chef
apologized, I told him not to…just to
give me Ken’s plate. Ken kept the
tortilla chips and I ate both burritos.
As night fell we had a clear shot to the
station at Hessmer 70 miles away
where we would meet southbound
train no.53. We would be taking the
siding. Somewhere around the
Atchafalaya river I walked to the rear
unit where I found our onboard mechanic sitting in the engineers seat
enjoying the ride. He wanted to take
me on a tour of the train. We crossed
through the nose of the KCS 4 into the
lead car Arthur Stillwell. Before leaving the vestibule I was asked to take
my boots off. I complied and toured
the train in my socks. We walked
through all four cars eventually ending
up on the rear platform of the rear car
NEW ORLEANS. There I just stood for
a while, just thinking about how many
years I wanted to be on a train like
this…and that I was actually here. We
were now getting close to Hessmer

and I had to get back on the head end
to line the switch for our meet with
#53. So I said my goodbyes and
thanked everyone, especially the chef,
and headed for the engine. I walked
back through the coaches and made it
up to the first car. The door was
locked. I turned back to go get the
mechanic and found that door locked.
By this time we have arrived at Hessmer and we’re stopped at the south
switch. I stick my head out on the engineer’s side trying to get Ken’s attention but it was too dark for him to see
me. So there I was in the vestibule,
between coaches, with two locked
doors, no light, no keys, no radio, and
worst of all NO SHOES! We sat for a
few minutes and now I’m thinking
about climbing down and walking the
roadbed back to the engine, but
mainline ballast is big, and unstable,
and is tough to walk on even when
your boots are on. Eventually Ken
lined the switch to head us into the
siding, he figured I was back there
taking more pictures. Around this time
I was rescued by the mechanic who

had finally realized I was locked between cars. He got the door unlocked
and I got my boots back on and made
it back to the head end just in time to
see no.53 go by. Sixteen miles later
we pulled into our crew change point
at Latanier yard located just a few
miles south of Alexandria. As we got
stopped at the depot there to meet us
was the outbound crew that was anxiously awaiting our arrival. Apparently
they were just as excited about getting
a chance to run this train as we were.
After a short job briefing they were on
the move and beginning their 140 mile
run to Shreveport. And just like that
our 173 mile trip was over. It was the
same 173 mile trip I had made hundreds of times before, but this trip was
different. Getting a chance to run F
units while pulling one of the most
beautiful passenger trains in the world,
well, there’s just nothing else like it. It
was one of the most fun trips I ever
made as a Conductor. It was a good
day. A day just like our train symbol
signified, it was “special”.
Phil LaRosa

Yard Track Relocation Update
While we welcome visitors of most
types, some are never welcome.
Thieves to be specific. As the volunteers labored to salvage rails, spikes,
ties, tie plates, switches and other
hardware in the midst of Ochsner’s
notice to vacate, thieves lay in wait of
plunder. According to Yard Supervisor Wayne Minnick, “scrap thieves
recently stole hundreds of stockpiled
tie plates, two re-railers, all the Johan
hex pipe in the gondola and anything
that they could pick up. A police report has been filed but the stuff is
gone.” Members are now checking
local scrap yards for any signs of the
stolen material. “We had put up a
makeshift fence from the salvaged
Sears fence but it wasn't enough”, said
Wayne.

Security has taken on a renewed
importance due to these recent events,
and the volunteers are scrambling to
construct a permanent fence along
LASTA’s new “property line”. In various moves resembling a bizarre form
of life size checkers, LASTA has had
to relocate equipment and stockpile
track pieces due to the Ochsner construction. With the clearing and leveling of ground necessary for the new
yard, this space has necessarily been
left semi exposed.
“We spent the day Saturday closing
doors on cars - which takes a comealong and lots of muscle power”, said
Wayne. (Failure to do so would invite
further thefts from our communities’
more useless and even less desirable
individuals - Ed.) We certainly pray

for the salvation of their souls.
LASTA must now contact the local
railroads for donations of material to
replace that which has been stolen.
This is absolutely the worst time for
such an occurrence as we are very
close to laying rail for the new yard.
In a more positive development,
LASTA innovation once again was on
display when the volunteers were
called upon to move four 35-ft power
poles to the yard. Not possessing a 40
ft. trailer, they hooked two trailers
together, elephant style for the move.
The electrification of the new yard
layout will be a big step forward in
productivity, comfort and convenience
for all the volunteers. Perhaps we
should also install an electric fence.
Bill Hamblin, Jr.
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Volunteer Spotlight - Danny Rawinski

Danny Rawinski at Steam Fest 2011.
Bill Hamblin, Jr. photo
Danny Rawinsky has a deep passion for SP 745 and her history, and
he has lived and worked along her
route.
Danny’s interests in life have always been transportation and traveling, and always intertwined with
trains and trucks. From the time he
can remember he was in love with
anything that moved. Motorcycles,
cars, trucks, busses, trains, ships and
airplanes: if it moved he wanted to
ride, operate, repair or own it.
“I wanted to run trains but when I
was young it was impossible to get a
job on the railroad unless you had
family working there,” he says. “I also
loved trucks and I knew that it was
hard to get a job driving a truck unless
you were over 25 with one year of
experience.” In 1969 he drove for a
messenger service in the New York New Jersey Metro area as an owneroperator, but he wanted to drive a big
truck, not a small one. Then he moved
to New Mexico and at age 23, got a
job driving a truck. He had 30 years of
experience driving over the road - 48
states and Canada - when he retired.
In the 1950s when Danny was a
child he lived in Berkeley, Calif. He
was not fond of the SP’s grey passenger scheme. The SP ran on the current
Coast Starlight route from Los Angeles to Seattle. The Santa Fe tracks
were a block from his house and he
could see the Santa Fe trains easier.
The Santa Fe “F model” locomotives wore the famous red warbonnet
and the cars were bright and shiny
stainless steel. Danny, his brother and

Mom traveled on the Santa Fe Railroad from Berkeley to New York and
back many times in the late 1950s.
The Santa Fe ran the inland route from
Berkeley to Bakersfield, Calif., and
then passengers had to take a bus to
Los Angeles before catching the Santa
Fe Chief or El Capitan from Los Angeles to Chicago. During this layover
in Los Angeles, Danny and his family
would stay with his aunt in Hollywood. “The Santa Fe Chief and the El
Capitan were a single level train but
the lounges two were two level dome
cars,” Danny remembers. “I could
stand at the very front of the dome and
see the front of the train.” In 1956 the
Santa Fe Railroad started to use the
Budd-built Hi-level cars on the El
Capitan. The El Capitan lounge cars
had big windows but they were the
same height as the rest of the train.
The Amtrak trains that today run west
of the Mississippi, as well as the City
of New Orleans, are also bi level Superliner I and II's, based on the Santa
Fe El Capitan cars of the 1950's.
Passenger trains traveling east and
west across this country do not continue though Chicago. Back in the
1950’s Santa Fe lines ended at Dearborn Station and through passengers
had to change trains and stations to
end up at New York’s Grand Central
Station.
Today Amtrak’s hi-level trains
from the west coast still terminate at
Chicago and Amtrak’s single level
Lakeshore Ltd goes on to New York’s
Penn Station. The reason for this is
that the trains that run west from Chicago are Superliner hi-level cars
which are too high to pass under the
Hudson River tunnels into New York’s
Penn Station. Even today when traveling from Los Angeles to New York on
Amtrak’s Southern Route, The Sunset
Ltd. has hi level cars to New Orleans
and then passengers change trains in
New Orleans to the Crescent, which
uses single level cars.
In 1998 Danny took Amtrak’s
Crescent from New Orleans to New

York City, the Lakeshore Ltd. from
New York City to Chicago, the Empire
Builder round-trip from Chicago to
Seattle and return, and then he returned to the Crescent City on the City
of New Orleans.
In 2000, he learned about SP 1744
when he met Joe Dale Morris and the
late J.R. Phillips. J.R. was Danny’s
best friend for the eight years they
knew each other. J.R. loved trains and
he always said that the trains should
take the loads cross country and trucks
should make the local deliveries, and
that the best place for a railroad to set
the tracks would be in the median of
the interstate highways. Danny
agreed.
“J.R. told me about SP 745 and that
interest turned into a passion for her
historical importance,” Danny says. “I
went to the LASTA yard in the fall of
2001 and found SP 745 sitting there
looking a mess. I started to hang
around with Greg Dodd who was rebuilding SP 745, and I joined LASTA
in spring of 2002.”
Before he moved to New Orleans,
Danny lived in El Paso, Texas, where
745 ran. “One of my favorite routes
from El Paso to New Orleans was
along U.S. Highway 90, parallel to the
Southern Pacific Sunset Route. “I
used to chase the SP trains from Van
Horn through Valentine, Marfa and
onto Alpine TX, “I would salute them
with my truck horn and they would
blow a reply,” he adds. Now Danny
lives near New Orleans where SP 745
was built. Both he and 745 worked
along the Sunset Route, although he
drove his truck there 50 years later.
Danny’s passion and interest in SP
745 has led to his involvement in
LASTA as a dedicated volunteer. "I
had never ridden on a Southern Pacific train before and now it came full
circle, I guess the ‘Santa Fe all the
way’ just was not in my future and
instead now it is ‘Southern Pacific, all
the way!’” he says.
Jonathan Sturges
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A Look Back At 10 Years Of 745 Journals

2001- 2011
As we were deciding how best to
celebrate the 10-year anniversary of
the 745 Journal, LASTA’s first president Bruce Brown generously volunteered to give us access to his personal
collection of the Newsletters. How
fortunate we are that Bruce kept these
as a perfect historical documentation
of LASTA’s history. We included a
copy of the first 745 Journal along
with the spring 2011 edition in our last
mailing. In this edition, we will cover
the LASTA happenings from 2001
through 2004, as described in the Journal.
The first 3 years of Journals were
filled with recollections of the frustrations of wading though governmental
paperwork, funding, bids and bonds.
But Bruce’s eternal optimism, prayers
and powers of persuasion seemed
somehow to turn the tide, sometimes
at the last minute. Once the paperwork

was finally approved and the bid for
745’s restoration was awarded to Greg
Dodd, LASTA members started to
read about how 745 was disassembled
and its parts carted off to various
places – even out of state- for repair
and restoration.
It may come as a surprise to some,
but 745’s cab is not original and Greg
Dodd’s crew did not rebuild it. As
described in an early Journal, the RTA
car shops took the measurements from
the original rusted out cab and built a
new one from scratch.
As long-term members know, the
NOPB was a friend of LASTA from
the beginning. Many thanks were expressed through the Journal to that
railroad for the donation of labor, supplies and equipment through the years.
Reading through years worth of
Journals also reveals that the list of
members and volunteers was constantly growing and changing. Many
of the original team are still with us,
while newer members now provide
renewed energy, effort and ideas.
Other interesting things revealed in
these early Journals included the fact
that 745 restorer Greg Dodd brought
his personal private railcar to the yard
during the restoration. Originally intended to be the tail car on the Bicentennial train, plans changed when
Greg sold his car to the NOPB and the
Jefferson was pressed into service for
that duty.
In the summer of 2002, Ed
Ernewein lent his talents to the edito-

rial and publication “staff” of the 745
Journal. Ed provided a historical perspective on 745 and its consist, and an
occasional good natured demand of
yard volunteers to “declare their intentions” (of weekend work status) so he
would know how much food to prepare. You see, “Chef Ed” also served
as our Executive Railroad Chef, an
honor and tradition he carries on to
this day.
The winter 2004 Journal revealed
that 745 passed its hydrostatic test
under the watchful eye of the FRA,
and had its new RTA built cab installed. Work on the theatre cars was
documented, as well as the remodeling
of the Jefferson car which also received roller bearing wheels.
Some dreams revealed in these
early Journals have not yet been realized. Running an excursion train on
NOPB trackage, building a wye at the
yard for turning the train, the construction of an engine shed. But the most
important dream did come true: 745
was rebuilt along with its consist and
ran the rails in its 2005 Louisiana Purchase Bicentennial State Tour.
In the next 745 Journal, we will
take another tour of the past, from
2005 through 2007. Get ready for
break-in runs, inspections, the Bicentennial tour, Steam Fests, the Kansas
City trip and much more on the
agenda.
Bill Hamblin, Jr.

A Welcome to New Members!
LASTA would like to welcome all
of its new members, especially the
over 100 members who joined at our
recent Steam Fest!
Your membership is important to
us and vital to help “Keep The Steam
Alive”! One privilege of membership
is receiving the quarterly publication
of our newsletter, the 745 Journal,
which keeps you up to date of all the

happenings at the yard and beyond.
You should also know that your
annual membership fee includes no
extra charge admission to our Steam
Fest and seasonal yard events
(including a visit from Santa Claus
and periodic “Steam Ups”).
Also, please join our Yahoo group
fo r mo r e ti mel y i nfo r matio n
(LASTA_members) and discussion.

Your tax deductible membership to
our non-profit organization funds ongoing maintenance and restoration
work at the yard, and supports all of
our yard working volunteers. And if
you feel like getting dirty, come on
our and turn some wrenches with us,
Saturdays’ at the yard. Just be sure and
let Chef Ed know you are coming!
Bill Hamblin, Jr.
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Member’s Train Pics

Former Amtrak 748 in primer.
Phil LaRosa photo
Volunteers Glen Carl, Allen Maleig and Richard Jacobs in the
almost empty “old yard.”
Danny Rawinsky photo

Former Amtrak 748 in its new paint scheme,
prior to lettering.
Phil LaRosa photo

LASTA volunteers Harry Abbott and Karl Smith (of New Jersey) discuss operations at Gretna Fest.
Danny Rawinsky photo

CMO Gerry Lynch and the 1943 tugboat steam
engine, provided for display and operation by
Ellsworth Corporation.
Patty Abbott photo

“Espee”, LASTA’s Feral Yard cat.
Danny Rawinsky photo

(Left) A scene repeated thousands of times since
its retirement, visitors take a photo on 745’s pilot.
Patty Abbott photo
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Something Old, Something New, Something
Borrowed, Something Blue!

CMO Gerry Lynch takes a second to admire the 1943 steam powered tugboat engine that he set up for operation off of 745’s boiler.
Bill Hamblin, Jr. photo
If you were able to visit the “fly”
during our recent Steam Fest then you
saw something that filled all of these
requirements. No we did not have a
wedding “on the fly”!
Due to the generous support of the
Ellsworth Corporation we were able to
offer a large display of Maritime related steam engines and equipment.
This was a new display, but of old
engines - most were older than the
members!
We were also able to operate one
of these engines. Using steam from
the boiler on SP745, a dual expansion
tugboat engine was operated throughout the weekend to allow our visitors
to see an operating steam engine. Built
in England in 1943, this engine was
from a 60 foot vessel and developed
100 horsepower using 125 PSIG
steam. The engine has a piston valve
for the HP cylinder and a slide valve
for the LP cylinder. The engine exhaust on the tug was operated by a
vacuum to improve the engine’s thermal efficiency. This also allowed all
of the steam condensate to be recovered and used again as feed water for

Fittings were purchased and
flanges had to be fabricated for the
Marine engine since they did not meet
any current piping standards. This all
went relatively smoothly. However,
when we connected the engine on the
Friday before the Fest, operation was
not as smooth. The engine would operate but it was rough and stiff. The
owner remembered that during the
factory trials a “temporary flywheel”
had been used. The engine would normally have the large mass of the propeller and shaft to smooth the power
strokes of the engine. With a lot of
patience, we were finally able to get it
to operate relatively smoothly all
weekend for the short periods of operation required.
The running steam engine (blue
cylinder jacket) did receive a lot of
attention and inspired some curious
questions. Many people wondered
“what did it do”? Is it one of the
loco’s engines? Is it pumping water to
the locomotive? How does it make
steam? What are all of the levers for?
How does it work? The engine did
allow the public to see all of the rods
and levers moving back and forth
while running. And the exhaust even
had the chuff, chuff, chuff of a locomotive. Hope that you got to see it
run! It was a unique experience!
Gerry Lynch, CMO

the boiler. We operated the exhaust to
the atmosphere for simplicity.
The job of setting up this display
started several months back after it
was decided which (borrowed) engine
we would be running. Since the engine had not been operated since the
factory rebuild trials, numerous items
were needed and we did experience
some minor issues. However, with the
normal “make it happen” LASTA
efforts these were overcome to allow
running.
We also had to create a
system which would safely
bring steam from 745 to the
marine engine and then
discharge the exhaust - also
in a safe manner. One of
our suppliers for SP745
fabricated hoses which
could handle the steam
pressure and temperature
from the boiler. These were
used to bring steam from
the accessory plate on 745
and then to return the ex- The beautifully restored “blue jacketed” 1943
haust steam to 745’s smoke marine engine operates with 745 in the backbox.
ground.
Bill Hamblin, Jr. photo
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At The Throttle With Bill Morris

The President’s Column
Is it Summer Yet????
As I write this article in mid June
The President’s Column
the temperature outside is 98 degrees
and it feels like 105! Summer does
not officially arrive until next week. I
was at my camp near McComb, Mississippi the last week of May and a
new record was set at 103 degrees
actual temperature (not the heat index)! The trip before that in late April
saw the mornings in the mid to upper
40’s with highs in the 70’s. I thought
this meant a mild summer was in store
for us this year. I guess not!!!
With all the yard work ahead of us
in the next few months, I have to remind the crew to drink plenty of water
and Gatorade-type drinks to stay hydrated. They need to take some rest
periods in a cool spot even if it is just
in the shade. We do not want to be
sending anyone across the street for an
IV!
Stem Fest 2011:
Last year we decided to move
Steam Fest to the weekend after
Mothers Day. This put Steam Fest on
14 and 15 May this year, right in the
middle of the high water period of the
Mississippi River. This did cause
some problems with the layout, as the
top of the levee is between the ball
fields and the tracks on which we display 745 and her consist. With some
last minute calls to Audubon Park and
the Carrolton Boosters, we were able
to arrange for the Maritime Steam
Engines display trucks to be parked on
the soccer fields instead of the levee.
The levee board also would not let us

park our cars next to the train on the
park side like we usually do. With
baseball games being played over the
weekend, this caused our members
and attendees to have to walk a little
further to enter Steam Fest grounds.
The flip side is that the high water and
ball games did bring a lot of additional
traffic to the river view and I am sure
we got some visitors from that traffic.
We did have some great weather and
with a steady flow of people both
days, we made over $5,000 in profit.
I want to thank all the crew and
members for their help. We had
members come in from as far as New
Jersey and Kansas City to help out this
year. SP 745 looked great and we received a lot of thanks for taking care
of her and lots of compliments on her
looks.
Yard Relocation Project:
Slowly but surely the yard relocation project is moving along. We have
relocated a switch from the east end of
Coolidge Street to our lead and have
connected it to the west end of the
Coolidge Street track. We have moved
six cars onto the Coolidge Street track
and still have room for a few more.
We needed to wait until we returned
from Steam Fest to be able to cut the
track on our lead to reinstall the
switch we pulled up from number four
track. That switch is in place and partially installed.

Slowly but surely
the yard relocation
project is moving
along.
Track three has been completely
picked up and track four is being filled
in where the switch was. Track four
may possibly be extended if needed.
The plan now is to connect the
switch to some track that was discovered while prepping the grounds on
the north side of the helicopter road.
Once this track (now known as the

Discovery track) is connected, some
cars will be moved into it to clear
track one. Then the track one switch
will be picked up and installed on the
discovery track and a new track will
be laid across the back of the Sears
property about 100 feet south of the
NOPB main line.
Louisiana Statehood Bicentennial
Trip:
I have been attending the monthly
meeting of the Bicentennial Commission and the Commission Task Force
in Baton Rouge. We had a slow down
in the progress of our trip planning as
the commissioner assigned to special
events, which we fall under, resigned
a couple of months ago to run for political office. A new commissioner
was appointed at the June meeting and
work is back on track.
We still have to get permission
from the railroads before we can set
up a schedule and determine which
cities we can stop in for display. A
Commission Task Force member has
been assigned to work on the displays
to be placed in the theater cars for the
trip. The initial plan is to visit 12 to 14
cities and be on display from Tuesday
thru Sunday, then move the train on
Mondays. A major emphasis for the
trip will be on education and we plan
to involve field trips from area schools
and conduct teacher workshops.
There are still a lot of logistics to
overcome before the trip is finalized.
We will be putting info on the web
site www.lasta.org as needed.
LASTA Board and Officer Update:
Back in April we were notified by
Steve Levet, our VP and Treasurer,
that he and his wife were planning to
sell the family home and move to Alabama. With the depressed real estate
market we figured it would be several
months before they would be moving.
As it turned out, they received an acceptable offer within two weeks and
closed on the house on 22 May. Steve
(Continued on page 12)
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and his wife have been a
tremendous asset to our
Board and crew and they
will be missed by all. We
want to wish him and his
family much success and
happiness in their new
home. I know he will
travel back to the area
often and we invite him to
come by and visit when he
can. He and his family
will always be welcome at
LASTA.
Wayne Minnick has
volunteered to take the
Treasurer’s position and
the Board has approved.
We have completed the
paperwork with the bank
to make it official. Wayne
has purchased the same
software Steve was using
and he is now learning
how to use it. The Board
has decided to wait to
replace Steve’s seat because we have a person in
mind that would be a great
asset to the Board. This
person needs to wait until
another project is wrapped
up, which should be
within a few months, before accepting a nomination for the position.
Amtrak
748
SW-8
Switcher Project:
Work has progressed on
748 which has been undergoing restoration to
operational condition for
the last year or so. After
the crew got her operational at the end of last
year they started cleaning
her up for a new paint job.
Most of the paint job is
finished and her black
with white trim and silver
trucks is a nice match to
745.
There are still some
mechanical repairs that
are needed, but she can be

used for our switching
needs and is a muchneeded addition to our
motive power. There is
some thought to getting
her FRA certified, if it
turns out we will need a
diesel in the consist for
the Bicentennial trip.

still able to coordinate the
events of Steam Fest to a
successful
conclusion.
Barry called for a little
help and in true LASTA
fashion, other crewmembers stepped up to take
care of the last minute
details that were needed.

New Yard Update:
As most of you know, we
have requested a donation
of around six acres of land
in Westwego for a permanent yard and museum.
Our proposal has been
sent to the home office of
the landowner and we are
still waiting on word of
their Board’s decision. I
know this may bring up
the question of “why are
we relocating tracks at our
present location?”
The plan is to have
both locations. The new
location may have limited
operational abilities, and
we will still want to be
able to move 745 and consist to other areas of the
state when needed.

In Closing:
I want to THANK all
our members and crew for
the tremendous efforts
they have provided to
LASTA over the last
quarter - actually the last
decade! Regardless of the
scope of the project, our
members and crew have
stepped up to take care of
business. As in the events
that took place just before
Steam Fest, our members
and crew have put the
needs of LASTA ahead of
their own to get the job
done. The devotion and
commitment of the ladies
and gentlemen of LASTA
are second to none and
make LASTA the best
organization any one
could hope to be a part of.
This makes my job of
President a lot easier. It
also makes me very proud
of our organization.
To continue to be an
organization of this caliber we need to add active
members to at least replace those we have lost.
So ask a neighbor, friend
or relative to join in the
fun.
Thanks Again!!!!!!!

Our Deepest Sympathy:
The loss of a family
member is a very tragic
event in our lives.
LASTA Board Member,
Team Leader, and Crew
Member Barry Keegan
lost his brother in early
May and just a few weeks
later lost his father. On
behalf of the LASTA family I want to send our condolences to all the Keegan
family members. Our
prayers are with Barry and
his family.
I also need to mention
that Barry was the Chairman of Steam Fest, which
occurred less than two
weeks after the loss of his
brother. In the midst of
this tragedy Barry was

Bill Morris
LASTA President

